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RADICAL STUDENTS 
REVOLUTIONAR Y 

AND THE 
PARTY 

The Students for a Democratic Society 
National Council con\ enes in Berkeley at a 
time when the student movement is more 
radical than ever before. Berkeley students 
mounted a solid strike overnight in response 
to the cops on campus this year, whereas 
two years ago administration provocations 
were many and negotiations dragged on for 
weeks before the campus rose to mass ac
tion. Michigan students are determined to 
bind their administration to an overwhelm
ing referendum against cooperation with the 
Selective Service System. Students on many 
campuses are protesting everything from 
rising tuition to the multiversity's crass 
complicity with capitalism' s war-bent power 
structure. 

Yetwhen the Berkeley strike recessed in 
a draw at the end of last quarter, a deep 
frustration was released in another spon
taneous outbreak; protest by absurdity, re
plete with black masks and yellow submar
ines. Throughout the strike, the students 
were aware of their virtual isolation in so
ciety, if rot on the campus itself, and thrs 
expressed itself in the end in strong feel
ings of "student (as opposed to "campus") 
conununity". The solidarity which the stu
dents and teaching as sistants of Berkeley 
proved themselves capable of was excel
lent, but the isolation and frustration which 
launched the day of "masskoercion" go as 

deep in the movement a s its radicalism, 

and will not be overcome without a complete 
change of orientation. 

The frustration of the student movement 
is bred within its nature as a student move
ment. The more radical students become
the more they seek to find the roots of the 
social ills of war, racism, the multiver
sity, etc. --the more they must become a
ware of their own lack of objective weight 
or social power with which to bring about a 
new social order. The radical student has 
nothing but his ideals, his ideas, and his a
bility to organize. The demand of student 
power, while correctly pointing out the func

don of. the university for American capit
alism, fails to realize that a true commun
ity of scholars cannot become a reality so 
long as the university exists in the context 
ofthat capitalism. Many people in the Ber
keley movement who talk of renewing the 
struggle next quarter freely admit that the 
calling of cops or national guards to the 
campus, either by the administration or the 
state government, is a definite possibility, 
but few dare to admit what would happen 
then: the bayonet would rule on campus with 
an undeniable finality. 

Students can stay away from classes and 
even threaten the ruling class with the loss 
of something vital to it--its yearly crop of 
(continued on inside pages) 

2 YEARS IN THE ARMY OR 5 IN JAIL? 
To seek a confrontation with the govern

ment at this time on the issue of its power 
to draft people can only lead to disaster. 
Individual or moralistic escapes from the 
hard fact of a draft may suit individual de
sires;buteven an organized effort to resist 
the draft ignores the nature of the present 
class - dominated state apparatus and the 
central function of the draft in that appara
tus. 

The government, so long as it remains 
the government, has the ability to force men 
to kill and be killed to ca rry out its polic ie s. 
The modern state on occasion requires ar-

mies of millions, and the draft system is 
needed to provide these men. To strike at 
the draft is to strike at the very heart of the 
state. Yet the movement today is certainly 
a long way from having the force to oppose 
the state effectively in this way. In 1917, 
the Russian working cia s sand peasant
soldiers, organized in the soviets as an 
opposing center of power, were able to con
front the war policies of the Provisional 
Government when a ""hole section of the a r
my refused orders from the government and 
came under the authority of the Petrograd 
(continued on inside pages) 
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(continued from page one) 
Soviet. Thus the strength of the soviets was 
increased, and it became easier and more 
necessary to overthrow the old government 
several months later. Only in such situa
tions of dual power is a challenge to the ar
med force of the state effective. 

The army is not free from those same 
conflicts between classes which beset soci
ety itself. It is very convenient for the gov
ernment to divide those who first become 
disaffected with the war (a section of stu
dents) from the great bulk of young workers 
who have to fight the war: this is a major 
function of the student deferment privilege. 
The 2-S is therefore not only an unjust class 
discrimination, but it is also a big obstacle 
contributing to the isolation and frustration 
of anti-war students who want to speak to 
working people. Black working people 

CHOICE, THE ARMY IS 
particular have no interest infighting a co
lonial war in Vietnam or elsewhere; we 
should begin to explain this ,by demanding 
that the government abolish the student de
ferment. Working people, who are already 
beginning to feel the costs of this war, are 
more likely to understand the students I anti
war message if the anti-war movement 
seeks to involve them in a struggle against 
the stu den t deferment. Such a struggle 
should .not and cannot be waged by individ
ual actions, but only by building ala rge pro
test of students and others collectively to 
demand the abolition of the 2-S classifica
tion. 

For the great bulk of working class youth, 
there is and can be no escape from the 
draft. They will go into the army. The ar
my is a machine, but it depends on the ac
tion of people. The army should be made up 
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RADICAL STUDENTS AND THE ] 
willing apologists--but they cannot in any 

way coerce the barons of destruction to 
cease. They can only invite the bayonets 
on thew.selves, in the hope that the rulers 
will :::ollapse before the threat of their fut
ure inability to function without trained in
tellectuallackeys. But there will be no col
lapse on the part of the rulers; only in
creased determination a nd application 0 f 
force. Prostituted apologists and s i len t 
partners in imperialism have been many 
amongst American intellectuals, and there 
is no reason to assume that there will not 
be more. Meanwhile, the students, even 
given the extent to which they can create a 
"counter-community" to alienated society, 
are in no way able to set up an alternatE 
power which threatens the continued control 
of the ruling class over the functioning of 

society. Only the working class, in the Rus
sian Revolution (and in embryo in the Hun
garian Revolution) has been historically able 
to set up a dual power in society capable of 
both smashing the 0 1 d regime and taking 
over, through its own democratic councils, 
the day-to-day functioning of society. 

There are many reasons for this which 
are beginning to be discussed within SDS in 
such articles as Toward the Working Class, 
by Moody, Eppsteiner and Flug. The work
ing class, for one, does not have to be or
ganized; it is already organized by its con
ditions of work in large plants, warehouses 
and stores. Work~rs must organize to pre
sent a united front to the boss not only be
cause they are brought together in one place 
by hlm every day, but more in1portantly, 
because they are constantly forced into a 
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of as many anti-war people, beatniks and 
other "undesireables" as possible: it should 
not be solely the property of the right wing. 
As a long-range strategy, when the army 
approaches a mass of about 5 million men, 
revolutionists will want to go through that 
experience with the other members of our 
generation. The fact that men put on uni
forms does not cause struggle to cease. 
Fights have taken place and will again take 
place to abolish the privileges of the offi
cers, to increase the freedom of speech, 
to oppose racist attitudes and practices, 
and to make the army democratic. 

At present, it is more important for op
ponents of the war to stay out of the army if 
possible and organize among the general 
population as to the nature of this and future 
wars. But as the requirements of the army 
threaten more and more radical organizers 

ROTTING IN JAIL 
with the difficult choice of either going into 
the army or serving up to five years in jail, 
it would be preferable to go into the army. 
It is possible to be a more effective oppo
nent of the war in the military than in fed
eral prison, if those are the only choices 
left open. Prisons can hardly be consider
ed the decisive forces of a society which can 
affect the outcome of war. Ability to com
milllicate and fraternize with one's fellows 
in the army offers more opportunity than 
solitary confinement in prison. ~D. R. 

Only very slight injury can be done to the machinery 
of war of the ruling class by pacifism. This is best 
proved by the courageous but rather futile efforts of 
(Bertrand) Russell himself during the war. The whole 
affair ended in a few thousand you n g people being 
hrown into prison on account of their "conscientious 

objections" . 
-L. D. Trotsky, "On Pacifism and Revolution", 1926 
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struggle with him to maintain their condi
tions of work against speed-ups, lay-offs 
and automation. 

The working clas s, moreover, has social 
power which is at the very base of modern 
society because of its role in production. 
Industrial production is the heart of mod
ern society. The ruling class and the whole 
society is dependent on production. When 
the workers withdraw their labor, not only 
does the factory stop producing and the 
profits stop coming in, but the whole soci
ety is affected immediately. Indeed, the 
working class has the power to bring the 
whole society to a halt, not merely that sec
tion of it with which they are immediately 
concerned. When war industry workers, 
such as Illinois munitions workers or air
line machinists go out on strike, the war is 

immediately threatened, and the federal 
government seeks increasingly to intervene 
"in the national interest". 

While the multiversity is an important 
part of society and necessary to the proper 
functioning of the exploitative system, it is 
actually only an artifact of that system, 
created after the fact to service its grow
ing needs and putty its cracks. Students 
experience a form of alienation, but it is 
only symptomatic in character of the basic 
contradiction of capitalism. They are of
fered substantial remuneration for their 
services, but they must sell their souls to 
a morally repulsive system. The aliena
tion of the worker from the product of his 
labor, however, and the extraction by the 
boss of a surplus value, are defining char
acteristics of the whole system. On the 



THE REVOLUTIONARY PAR TY 
basis of the workers' alienation, capital- class moven1ent today; the building of a re-
RADICAL STUDENTS AND 

ist property relations are possible, and volu~io"ary vanguard party. Radicals V::ho 

from surplus value comes the boss's prof- adrnit that the working class is situated at 
its and the insatiable drive for capitalist the ]wal"t of society, that it'has the power 
expansion which is atthe heart of the inter- to revol\ltionize society, etc., but who dis-
national ilnperialist system. The day-to- n1i55 the possibility of the workers ('v('r 
day struggle of the workers to maintain "rising" in this period, should consider the 
wage s and work conditions against the bos s' s 
continual attempts to increase his exploit
ationoflaboristheheart of the class strug
gle in mode rn society, which alone can re
sult in a revolutionary social upheaval. It 
is a struggle which the workers have an 
interest in winning, and for which they have 
incomparable power to bring to bear-in

cluding the power to completely reorganize 
society on a socialist basis. 

How is the radical student to relate to all 
this? It is possible to try to adapt lessons 
and practices of the labor lllovement to the 
student movement. Garl Davidson, in New 
Left Notes of 9 September, proposes a "stu
dent syndicalist movement", while Berk
eley students try (with some success) to 
get respect for their picket lines and allies 
for their strike from the labor movement. 
This approach, however, fails to solve the 

problem of the powerlessness of the stu
dents and the need of the working class to 
break out of the trap of bourgeois ideology. 
Stu.dents interested in linking their struggle 
in some way with the labor movement must 
recognize that only the working class can 
lead a movement of basic social overturn in 
modern society. Workers alone hold the 
power of social production upon which any 
reordering of society must be based. It is 
not enough to say that the working class "is 
a group that cannot be left out of" the strug
gle to revolutionize American society. The 
working class is the decisive factor in this 
struggle. It is presunlptuollS to l'Xpcct, 
moreover, thatworkers will (\11'11 out (0 c1e-
fend the interests of students invll]vc'<i in a 
di"spute with the adrninistration, and it is 
parochial to make the canlplls strllggle
whichis a symptomof the basic ills of n1ocl
ern society-into the vanguard of the fight 
for a i:adical reordering of society, The 
working class must be in the vanguard, and 
its interests and ideology must fOrIn the 
basis for a political struggle against the 
system which can unite all the day-to-day 
struggles of the rnasses, 

It is to the question of building political 
leade rship for this struggle that the radical 
students rnust turn. l\1oody ('t. al. ignore 
this nlOst inlportant need of the working 

necessary prior task of revolutionizing the 
labor movernent. The ruling class doesn't 
just rule society as a whole, it also rules 
within the labor rnoven1ent, through bour
geois ideology and false leadership-the 
"labor lieutenants of capital". Racisnl 
keeps the working class divided, while trade 
union bureauc rats keep the workers in the 
capitalists' hip p'Jcket politically, by urg
ing thern to "play it safe" with the Demo
cratic Party. Radical caucuses, connected 
and coordinated by the revolutionary party, ; 
must be built in the unions to combat the: 
representatives of the ruling class withinr' 
the movement and expose their true nature 

to the workers. The revolutionary party 1 
counterposes working c 1 ass ideology--the I 

I 
concentrated historical experience of the I 
c 1 ass struggle - -to bour geois ideolo gy; it i 
seeks to raise the consciousness 0 f the! 
workers to an awareness of their interests I' 

as a class, by calling for a Freedom-Labor i 
party, to represent workers' political in-! 
terests. It generalizes, unifies and directs I 

I 
the struggle according to the experience of: 
history. Through its fractions in ghettos, i 
unions, campuses etc., it unites black pow
er, rank and file insurgency, rent strikes, 
i.e., all the partial struggles of the masses 
for immediate demands. 

It is one thing to say that the struggles 
of students and workers rnust be linked, but 
it is another to say that in order to do this, 
the students must adopt revolutionary work
ing class ideology and seektolinkthe strug
gles through the building of a vanguard p3.r
ty. Yet this is what must be done. Stud
ents are powerless to change society with 
their understanding alone. They must take 
their understanding of sCKiety to the work
ers in the form of working class idecllogy. 
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(continued frOITI page one) 
Soviet. Thus the strength of the soviets was 
increased, and it becaITle easier and ITlore 

necessary to overthrow the old government 

several months later. Only in such situa
tions of dual power is a challenge to the ar
med force of the state effective. 

The army is not free from those same 
conflicts between classes which beset soci
ety itself. It is very convenient for the gov
ernITlent to divide those who first becorn.e 
disaffected with the war (a section of stu
dents) from the great bulk of young workers 
who have to fight the war: this is a major 
function of the student deferment privilege. 
The2-Sis therefore not only an unjust class 
discrimination, but it is also a big obstacle 
contributing to the isolation and frustration 
of anti-war students who want to speak to 
working people. Black working people in 

CHOICE, THE ARMY IS BETTER THAN 
particular have no interest in fighting a co
lonial war in Vietnam 0 r elsewhere; we 

should begin to explain this .by demanding 
that the government abolish the student de
ferment. Working people, who are already 
beginning to feel the costs of this war, are 
more likely to understand the students' anti
war message if the anti-war movement 
seeks to involve them in a struggle against 
the stu den t deferment. Such a struggle 
should not and cannot be waged by individ
ualactions, but only by building alarge pro

test of students and others collectively to 
demand the abolition of the 2-S classifica
tion. 

For the great bulk of working class youth, 
the r e is and can be no escape from the 
draft. They will go into the army. The ar
my is a machine, but it depends on the ac
tionof~. The army should be made up 

of as many anti-war people, beatniks and 
other "undesireables!l as possible: it should 
not be solely the property of the right wing. 
As a long-range strategy, when the army 
a pproache s a rna s s of about 5 million men, 
revolutionists will want to go through that 

experience with the other members of our 
generation. The fact that men put on uni

forms does not cause struggle to cease. 
Fights have taken place and will again take 
place to abolish the privileges of the offi
cers, to increase the freedolTI of speech, 
to oppose racist attitudes and practices, 
and to make the army democratic. 

At present, it is more important for op
ponents of the war to stay out of the army if 
possible and organize among the general 
population as to the nature of this and future 
wars. But as the requirements of the army 
threaten more and more radical organizers 

ROTTING IN JAIL 
with the difficult choice of either going into 
the arITlY or serving up to five years in jail, 
it would be preferable to go into the army. 
It is possible to be a more effective oppo
nent of the war in the military than in fed
eral prison, if those are the only choices 
left open. Prisons can hardly be consider
ed the decisive forces of a society which can 
affect the outcome of war. Ability to com
numicate and fraternize with onels fellows 
in the army offers more opportunity than 

solitary oonfinement in prison. -D. R. 

Only very slight injury can be done to the machinery 
of war of the ruling class by pacifism. This is best 
proved by the courageous but rather futile efforts of 
(Bertrand) Russell hImself during the war. The whole 
affair ended in a few thousand you n g people being 
hrown into prison on account of their "conscientious 

!objections". 
-L. D. Trotsky, "On Pacifism and Revolution", 192b 
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willing apologists-- but they cannot in any 

way coerce the barons of destruction to 
cease. They can only invite the bayonets 
on themselves, in the hope that the ruler, 
will collapse before the threat of their fut
ure inability to function without trained in
tellectuallackeys. But there will be no col
lapse on the Dart of the rulers; only in
creased determination and application 0 f 
force. Prostituted apologists and s i len t 
partners in imperialism have been many 
amongst American intellectuals, and there 
is no reason to assume that there will not 
be IT1ore. Meanwhile, the students, even 
given the extent to which they can create a 
"counter-comnlunitylt to alienated society, 
are in no way able to set up an alternatE: 
power which threatens the continued control 
of the ruling class over the functioning of 

society. Only the working class, in the Rus
sian Revolution (and in embryo in the Hun
garian Revolution) has been historically able 

to set up a dual power in society capable of 
both smashing the 0 1 d regime and taking 
over, through its own dernocratic councils, 
the day-to-day functioning of society. 

There are nlany reasons for this which 
are beginning to be discussed within SDS in 
such articles as Toward the Working Class, 
by1v1oody, Eppsteiner and Flug. The v,.'ork
ing class, [or one, does not have to be ur
ganized; it is already (Jrganizerl by its COl1-

ditions o[ work in large plants, warehollses 

and stores. Workers rnustorganize to prf'
sent a united front to the boss not only be
cause they arc brought together in one place 
by hlTn every day, but n10rc irnportantly. 
because they arc constantly forced into d 

struggle with hiITl to maintain their condi
tions of work against speed-ups, lay-offs 
and autOITlation. 

The working class, moreover, has social 
power which is at the very base of ITlodern 
society because of its role in production. 
Industrial producUon is the heart of mod
ern society. The ruling class and the whole 
society is dependent on production. When 
the 'workers withdraw their labor, not only 
does the factory stop producing a'!<d the 
profits stop conling in, but the whole soci
ety is affected immediately. Indeed, the 
working class has the power to bring the 
whole society to a halt, not merely that sec
tion of it with which they are inunediately 
cone erned. When wa r industry worke rs, 
such as Illinois ITlunitions workers or air
line ITlachinists go out on strike, the war is 

immediately threatened, and the federal 
governITlent seeks increasingly to intervene 
"in the national interest JJ • 

While the multiversity is an important 
part of society and necessary to the proper 
functioning of the exploitative systeITl, it is 

actually only an artifact of that system, 
created after the fact to service its grow
ing needs and putty its cracks. Students 
experience a form of alienation, but it is 
only symptomatic in character of the basic 
contradiction uf capitalism. They are uf
fered substantial remuneration for their 
services, but they must sell their souls to 
a morally repulsive system. The alicna
bon of the worker from the product of hi~ 
lab'Jr, however, and the extraction by the 
boss of a surplus value, arc defining char
acteristics of the whole system. On the 


